This article examines the raced, gendered, and classed world of UFO-related media with the intention of assessing its potential as a form of resistance. I use as a case study the largest crowdsourced documentary of all time, Sirius (2013), which explores exotic technologies and the exploits of ufologist, Dr. Steven Greer. Sirius's affiliates conducted immaterial, post-Fordist labor to distribute the environmentally conscious film online, yet despite their progressive, utopian bent, they indicate that any technologies associated with the film will operate under market logic. Moreover, Sirius recycles racially fraught tropes of UFO culture, such as reflecting white ufologists' desire to experience the Other or subject to understanding a gray race of beings they fear has challenged their racially privileged status.
Greer's ire in Sirius toward the "Four Horsemen" banking families who own the world's four largest oil firms seems to express a radical or even anti-capitalist position. In fact, a critic on the right even charged the hype around the documentary as such. 14 In this sense, Sirius and the formation it speaks for could pose as a potential albeit fringe source of progressive resistance.
Yet perceiving the group in such a manner would mean ignoring the history of populist, rightwing strains boasting interpretations of the world that prefigure Greer's and his disciples' own views. An example in this lesson on ideology comes by way of Stuart Hall et al. in the Gramsci inflected Policing the Crisis, where they discuss Britain's rightwing National Front, which, in regard to questions over race, poverty, and crime in the 1970s, endorsed an antiimmigrant political platform also based on antipathy towards big business and banks. The authors state this was "calculated to nourish unorganized white working-class resentment during a period of economic recession." 15 One may hear echoes here of the more recent Tea
Party media darlings who came to prominence during Barack Obama's first term. The point, though, is to highlight that powerful institutions (e.g., the state) can nonetheless sway these same "common-sense" ideologies of the working class to gel with the dominant ideology, which, in Hall et al.'s case, dealt with advocating severe retribution over Black "muggings" of whites. 16 In light of this, the problematic issues with Greer's position quickly become apparent.
Moreover, while Sirius presents a case against destructive natural resource extraction, the film's affiliates conversely herald the quintessence of green capitalist solutions while simultaneously abiding by more flexible forms of profit accumulation (i.e., exigencies under the post-Fordist economy). But to clarify before moving further, I offer a distinction between these two concepts. Post-Fordism is a period emerging after the 1970s, posing here as the larger political economic context in which these issues unfold. It is accompanied by the near synonyms: post-industrialism, late capitalism, neoliberalism, and the "new capitalism." 17 Regardless of the definition, the evolutionary period carries demands market actors must respect if they expect to succeed. For one small example, I look to the Project's website, siriusdisclosure.com, which makes DVDs of the film available for sale. Yet the "Order Video on Demand" option appears above the "Buy the DVD" option. The placement is telling in that the Project intends the film be distributed immaterially, which has the side consequence of reaffirming Greer's aversion to forms of antiquated capital-a sentiment other contemporary entrepreneurs no doubt share. As Enda Brophy writes, post-Fordist industries rely on a precarious workforce to provide the immaterial labor behind "Web design, call-centre work, and computer programming," suggesting Greer's efforts complement the new paradigm.
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By contrast, green capitalism is a product of the "neoliberal turn," 19 and it represents the "responses to environmental change… that [rely] on harnessing capital investment, individual choice, and entrepreneurial innovations to the green cause." 20 In this reading, Greer is seen as the "elite bourgeois subject" investing in market solutions aimed at addressing the environmental crisis, much like tycoon Richard Branson's 2006 commitment to combatting climate change to the tune of 1.6 billion pounds. 21 Prudham's work on this contradictory form of capital will factor in when I discuss solutions proposed by the Project and its affiliates. First, though, I offer a more explanatory characterization of the UFO culture that would beget a media artifact such as Sirius.
UFO Culture and Its Media
Cultural theorist John Fiske argued that in a late-capitalist society, ways of understanding the world are poststructural in nature, meaning that diverse actors from different raced and classed backgrounds can converge to articulate and defend a position or take a side only to disappear after having secured alliances. The sides that materialize and clash over any given issue are unequal in terms of resources, finances, and backings; institutional factions project "imperializing" knowledge, whereas individuals project a "localizing" one. 22 They proceed to engage in a Gramscian winning of consent-described elsewhere as a "state of play in the class struggle which has… to be continually worked on and reconstructed in order to be maintained." 23 Fiske associates UFO belief with localizing knowledge (along with Elvis sightings, etc.), so he provides an apt framework in which to view the culture in general. 24 Due to ufology's inherent subjectification as loony and on the defensive from established science, it has to bill itself as scientific. As Fiske says of numerology and astrology, they must "dress themselves as 'sciences' to gain some of the status from which they are officially excluded." 25 In light of these setbacks, ufologists defend their legitimacy by employing several "rhetorical strategies," such as "emulating mainstream science." 26 Ufologists likewise contribute to academic journals such as The Flying Saucer Review-run by medical doctors, astronomers, and physicists. 27 The culture's groups such as MUFON, NICAP, and APRO also steep "themselves in science and law." 28 Considering social movement theory, however, UFO culture can also be helpfully understood in a less poststructuralist manner. I refer here to Dorceta E. Taylor's lucid article on the advent of the environmental justice movement, which hinges on issues germane to people of color. In this regard, she can provide a useful framework in order to place Greer and the followers who contributed to the making of Sirius-a discursive media form that of course makes environmental claims of its own. In describing the mainstream (i.e., white and middleclass) environmental movement, Taylor writes that members can count on politicians to be allies and, given this, have the tactic of lobbying at their disposal. 29 Despite Greer's personal class background, his movement is unable to necessarily influence Congress, leaving him only with "direct-action" options, which Taylor says entail protests and rallies. 30 Sirius begins, incidentally, with Greer delivering a well-attended lecture. Moreover, Taylor writes that an effective movement demonstrates to potential converts how they have a personal experience with the problem at hand. 31 In an example of this, Greer alludes in an interview segment to the major shift that will occur in driving one's truck after his projected energy revolution. 32 Lastly,
Taylor notes that activists "redefine existing roles within established organizations and use these as templates for creating new identities," which was the case for the 1960s civil rights movement as it blended its cause with churches-a "salient" presence in the African-American community. 33 One can potentially view Greer as doing something similar in Sirius, linking broader UFO phenomena to a focused campaign of usurping the oil and gas industries.
In any event, the most active UFO enthusiasts are primarily white males who often boast advanced degrees and/or training (and Greer is no exception). While this is made clear throughout the culture, one may look no further than the composition of the Mutual UFO Network (MUFON), which claims nearly 500 members with PhDs-a sixth of the group's total. 34 The trend bespeaks social privilege, ready access to wealth, and a bias within the culture. The white men composing UFO culture may indeed harbor an underlying desire to understand what must be a more superior race (i.e., grey alien beings), which could stem from the creeping anxieties they feel regarding their position atop the social hierarchy.
Subconsciously motivating UFO enthusiasts could very well be the attempt to control a force that exceeds the power of their own identity. I would argue that two books in particular evince this struggle, which will segue into a wider discussion of the racialization of UFO media. Whitley Strieber's Communion (1987) is purportedly nonfiction, though it details the man's fractured life as an alien abductee. The book is rife with high literary epigraphs and the eloquent prose of a professional author, which Strieber was and is. In this reading, his experience illustrates the unconscious attempt by white males to protect their position atop the social hierarchy as a black-eyed and grey (or in his case, more tan) race exceeds them technologically. In a telling passage, he reports that he almost titled the book Body Terror to aptly capture the "extreme physical sensation of fear" he felt when ETs invaded his bedroom. 35 Noted feminist, bell hooks (who also happened to pen an unrelated book titled Communion), writes in Killing Rage that "black folks associated whiteness with the terrible… [and] terrifying" when whites would enter their neighborhoods in the Jim Crow south. 36 Since the two figures, one a white male, the other a Black woman, both employ this sort of language to describe the frightening prospect of encroachment by a different race, it is reasonable to interpret Strieber's bedside visitations as a manifestation of the fear of watching one's racial privilege slip away. One may especially consider Strieber's account when hooks goes on to ask, "Did they not understand at all how strange their whiteness appeared in our living rooms?" 37 Read thusly, triumphing over Strieber's identity is the othered alien, which Elspeth Kydd has elsewhere described as "an extreme of whiteness, without orifices or genitalia"-and in that sense, an eve more idealized being. 38 Race in UFO media is the subject of a number of studies, which is important to invoke in order to show how the existing attitudes in ufology prefigured Sirius-which then reflects back some of the same themes that I delineate here. Perhaps the most seminal of these is articulated in Heather J. Hick's study on the film, Men in Black (1997), which she says illustrates authors' and filmmakers' tendencies of employing extraterrestrial imagery to "articulate the dominant white culture's fear and antagonism toward people of other races." The musicians associated with the Afrofuturist genre today involve Cee-Lo and Kool
Keith, but preceding them were 1970s-era George Clinton and 1950s-era Sun-Ra-who In these cases, the tactic of avowing great cosmological feats-of claiming spaces and machines beyond the reach of white colonization-functions as a way to flex Black superiority.
The struggle in Sirius, however, represents a direct racial inverse, since whiteness fails to factor as a cause of social ills or something to be addressed. By contrast, the film's white ufologists employ ethnic signifiers in order to crusade against what it considers the powers that be, namely the military-industrial complex, Big Oil, banks, and corporate influence in Washington (a government Greer sees as having deviated from its Jeffersonian ideals). Most conspicuous of these signifiers is the appropriation of meditation-practiced originally by yogis, Hindus,
Buddhists-which Greer and his followers perform intermittently throughout the film.
The discussion over Western engagement with a practice to native areas such as Tibet requires attention to Said's landmark research on "orientalism," the term referring to the myriad consequences of the "Western approach to the Orient." 48 The key principle is that the West maintains a "positional authority" over the Orient, bespeaking a power that privileges
Greer in his adoption of meditation as a transgressive act. 49 In the film, Greer leads a team of other white UFO acolytes in performing CE-5 rituals, which are intended to attract overhead alien crafts. 50 The American man to bless it. 57 The point here is that Greer's orientalist proclivity in contacting alien ships fits comfortably with the existing tension around race and ufology. But how does
Greer fare in relation to capital?
Capitalism and Ufology
Early in his doctoral dissertation, Nick Dyer-Witheford discusses the meaning of subversive movements that involve actors outside of the working-class laborer (e.g., antiracists, feminists). He states that regardless of any group's idiosyncratic demands, capital views them through the lens of "opportunities for or impediments to accumulation." 58 He adds:
Because capital's a priori is profit (its own expanded replication), its logic in regard to the emancipation of women, racial justice or the preservation of the environment is purely instrumental. The prevention of male violence toward women, the saving of rain forests, or the eradication of racism is a matter of bottom line calculus: tolerated or even benignly supported when costless, enthusiastically promoted when profitable, but ruthlessly opposed as soon as they demand any substantial diversion of social surplus. 59 Capital views ufology with the same attention to profit accumulation, which it does not view as a threat. The commodification of UFO phenomena has proven to be a boon to capital, as testified by numerous Spielbergian treatments, the long-running X-Files, and countless popular media representations. Since aliens are endlessly marketable, Sirius could not run afoul of capitalist dictates. Given Dyer-Witheford's quote, Sirius should on the contrary find itself promoted due to its drinking from the lucrative, time-tested cultural reservoir of ufology.
What of the Project's antipathy toward Big Oil and the banking establishment?
Wouldn't this render it inimical to capital? As I touched on above, the answer can indeed be "no" due to past positions on the subject of banks by rightwing, common-sense populist ideology that can align with the state as it carries out the maintenance of hegemonic order.
Moreover, Sirius' producers advocate bringing innovative technologies to the marketplace and instituting a paid video-on-demand distribution system for the film-as opposed to streaming it for no charge. Producer J.D. Seraphine explained in a promotional interview on Vancouver's UFOPM why this is the case. Despite expressing some grievances with the capitalist system, Seraphine claimed that offering Sirius in its totality on YouTube would have done violence to the film's legitimacy, causing it to appear amateur and uninteresting. The film's director likewise expressed vague distaste for capitalism but claimed that viewers would only engage with the film if they paid for it. 60 The two had devised AffiliateConnect through the website, Yekra, which allows crowdfunders to receive some revenue by circulating the film on their personal websites. 61 Relatedly, Seraphine attacked the Pirate Bay and similar file-sharing outlets for hurting independent filmmakers, whom the producer asserted are only trying to eke out a living by spreading the truth. But despite the earnest posturing, two commenters below the review of the interview remained unconvinced; Henrik Hellstrand wrote: "Are you here to save the world or are you here to make money? You can't have both." 62 Other critics complained about the film's cost too. 63 Seraphine stated that the team would allocate film revenues to the construction of a free energy lab under Greer's supervision-which according to Greer carries the price tag of $6.3 million. 64 But Seraphine's optimism on free energy devices and their potential to change the socioeconomic order is as problematic as his distribution model. This is due to his insistence that the devices be developed under the logic of profit accumulation, admitting in the interview that once the team finds a functioning free energy device, it will assemble the appropriate entrepreneurs to ensure its arrival to the marketplace. The premier science startup featured in Sirius-Morningstar Applied Physics-will no doubt function in the same way after having mastered, for instance, the exotic field of zero-point energy. According to Morningstar's website, the outfit vows to protect intellectual property rights of those proposing ideas for new devices in its quest for a new "commercially useful product." 65 Thus there is little evidence that Morningstar and its ilk harbor anticapitalist ideologies.
In a 2010 radio broadcast, Greer himself admitted to the profitable opportunities that await the architects of a new energy infrastructure, stating that "there would be a great industry in making these new energy devices and getting them to replace the old ones that are based on The celebratory prospect of the Disclosure Project and ragtag startups is reflected in the antipathy toward ExxonMobil in Sirius. Indeed, the only thing ambling into the film's crosshairs seems to be the slogging oil, coal, and gas industries-not necessarily the capitalist system itself. Given this, the Sirius team's message is wholly prefigured by Marx's famous characterization of capital: that "all that is solid melts into air," indicating that the "bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revolutionizing the instruments of production, and thereby the relations of production." 71 This criticism of the Sirius affiliates' ethos is not to defend Big Oil, however.
Instead, I merely wish to raise concerns over the legitimacy of green capitalist solutions, which Scott Prudham has done with attention to Branson's redirection of revenues from Virgin
Airlines to Virgin Fuels for climate change's sake. Green capitalism is contradictory, because its proponents argue that "innovation and profit" can fix environmental degradation-the same factors that jeopardized it to begin with. 72 Importantly, if Greer, Seraphine, and Morningstar were to get their way in producing a less destructive energy infrastructure, there would seem to be no change in exploited labor or alienation.
Sirius in the Post-Fordist Economy
Just as the Sirius team takes aim at Big Oil, it also voices complaints regarding the mainstream media, alleging that news organizations comply with the military-industrial complex. Sirius' flagship website moreover states that, "No major media group or corporation wants to see this information get out." Whether or not that claim is accurate, the general criticism approximates classic or scholarly criticism in this area and should be commended. 73 Yet the dialectic of Sirius' indictments is that it then presents alternative media forms (e.g., Post-Fordism also witnesses the adoption of neoliberal ideals by politicians leading to the "responsibilization" of citizens, which requires them to "absorb more of the responsibility for handling the ups and downs of a more marketized society."so as rightwing politics cuts social safety nets at the federal level, displacing the onus of protection and representation on local governments that cannot handle the workload. 76 Post-Fordism's economic trappings involve the twin concepts of "flexibility" and "precarity," the latter of which Judith Butler describes as the "fundamental condition of life." 77 The concepts are manifested in the "lean workplace," 78 which expects employees to both engage in freelance work sans union representation and to sign limited contracts that involve constant reskilling. 79 Workers in this paradigm also experience ceaseless instability in wages; jobs meanwhile prioritize creativity over manufacturing. Offshoring, outsourcing, insourcing, and in recent cases, reshoring, represent common attempts by employers to secure profits.
Among the factors sustaining this flexible paradigm is a triumphant and celebratory discourse forwarded by the stewards benefiting most, which Tiziana Terranova describes inimitably as the "idealistic cyberdrool of the digerati." 80 One example includes Bill Gates' 1995 comment that capitalism was becoming "friction free."
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The exploited labor characteristic of post-Fordism includes work conducted both at the call center and in front of the computer: programming, website design, software design, updating mailing lists, and "building virtual spaces." 82 As Terranova writes, "free labor" both built and continues to maintain the potentialities of the Internet, with volunteers (dubbed "NetSlaves") working not simply out of economic coercion but rather out of enjoyment for the job to some degree. Terranova also contends that the key to maintaining a successful website is not only to encourage users to access it but to implicate them in its constant construction. In other words, "users keep a site alive through their labor… [by] writing messages, participating in conversations, and sometimes making the jump to collaborators." 86 As we have seen,
Neverending Light encouraged crowdfunding Greer fans to become collaborators and smalltime profiteers in the film by advertising it on their personal sites. On UFOPM, Seraphine also implored listeners to "stay tuned to our Facebook," where they can receive updates and participate in conversations. Tellingly, the option to "Forward this email" appears at the bottom of each of Greer's messages, thus incorporating enthusiasts to contribute their own free labor to the preservation of the Project. A final characteristic bespeaking the Project's position within post-Fordism involves the small-scale production and distribution of immaterial goods (i.e., downloads) as opposed to material ones (i.e., DVDs). As mentioned earlier, the site accommodates for DVD purchases, but these appear as ancillary to the more flexible video-ondemand downloads. As Brophy writes, contemporary work is often geared toward the immaterial goods of "information, communication, or an emotional response." 87 What is important to take away from these realities is not just that Sirius affiliates are foreclosed by capital, never shake the exploitative economic system to its core, or never see capitalism as anything but a natural phenomenon. This was the case with the tangle of exploits, hopes, and fears surrounding Sirius' affiliates. If Greer and Seraphine wanted to improve American socioeconomics as they claim, they should compose a witness list on the way to Congress not of high-level ET believers, but of Marxists ready to "disclose" the merits of commonly held property.
